What an extraordinary rollercoaster of a year! Just before last
Christmas, Hannah had the op
needed on her knee to replace her
anterior cruciate ligament and was
back on crutches over Christmas
and into the New Year. Then the
physio sessions started and now at
the end of the year she has finally
been signed off. The irony of one
daughter needing physio whilst
the other was training and after
qualifying, working at the same
hospital is not lost !!
Kate was up to her eyes in
placements, dissertation and
numerous other things required to
complete the task of becoming a
physiotherapist and was sent
home early before Christmas as
the stresses took their toll. The 5
week break made the world of
difference and we were able to
send a fit body back into the fray
at the start of the year. It did mean
that at the end when others were
out celebrating the end of their
Uni time, she was still making up
the final placement but now, with
a 2:1 under her belt and a job

spread between Winchester &
Basingstoke hospitals, it was all
worth it.
One bizarre moment had to be the
request to read through Kate's
physio dissertation at the same
time as Keith's astrophysics !! I
felt I could contribute to one –
the other just checking the
“English” !!
I had to brush off the togs in
March as I went with Kate to St.
James's Palace to officially gain
her gold D of E Award and again
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for the graduation ceremony in
July. Proud moments for all
present at the events.
Kate went off with friends to
travel from the Baltic to the
Adriatic during August. Yet more
memories for them as they split
off into various parts of the the
world to work.
Once they were back, the fastest
house hunt in history began. I had
mentally envisaged Kate at home,
settling into her job and saving up
for a place of her own but times
have moved on. One foray out into
Whitchurch and Andover, 2
viewings lined up, only 1 required
(!) and she and an old school
friend were ensconced into a new
build rental property in Andover in
the first weeks of September!!

looking for next year's new start as
she drives towards her aim of
becoming a graphics designer.
After tours of the south and west,
she has to date been offered a
place at Weston College to spend a
year on an Art & Design
Foundation Course before heading
to Uni for a 3 yr degree course.
The big name at Number 1 is
Kingston and the application is in
and we wait – but great to have
Number 2 in the bag.
She stopped Rock Out as it was
becoming too repetitive but the
highlight for us was watching her
play piano on one of the main
stages at the Alresford Music
Festival accompanying her friend
as Bethany sang.

Gumtree become a firm favourite
for finding bargains and now they
have all the necessities (bar a
phone line and fast broadband – so
nothing vital !!!) and it's home.
Some tennis has been lined up, the
choir been joined and Kate has
flown the nest.
In the meantime Hannah has been
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Another was to see her take up an
offer of “PLAY ME” on a grand
piano at Heathrow Airport and at
9am she blasted out Queen's
“Someone to love” around the
airport. I'd like to thank the
oriental lady who (like me)
decided to photograph this in
action and to applaud her at the
end of the rendition. Following
the op, football and tennis were
also off the list but now training in
both are back!!
Hannah was due to go on a
History trip to Madrid and
Granada but unfortunately went
down with flu. She didn't make
the cut for a trip to New York for
Art & Design so all in all a bit of a
downer.

We decided to take her off to
Venice where she was able to
spend time getting used to her
new camera and developing some
more photography skills to add to
her portfolio. It still has the magic
but I found the graffiti on the
walls as one went off the main
drags quite depressing. Weirdly it
turned out that an old school
friend and her husband were also
in Venice the last couple of days
we were there!! Had we been
aware of this, what a great place to
have met up!!
Hannah also partially celebrated
her 18th with a meal at home and
the plan is to hire a canal boat for
a day trip in the hopefully warm &
dry times in May.
Little has changed for me as I
carry on looking after the hall, but
having acknowledged the garden
was going under, I'm currently
employing help to pull things
back. I hope that once the hall is
no longer my concern that I can
get back to tending the garden as I
once did.
Julie and I went back to the
Cardiff Flower Show but we had
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restrictions on buying as the
timing was such that we were to
bring Kate back for Easter.
Probably just as well!! Since the
girls had their hols each on either
side of the Easter, we took Hannah
down with us and she stayed with
Kate for the weekend before we
brought everyone back. We were
able to chalk off a few more
sights.
We also went to the Edible Garden
Show at Ally Pally which was
somewhat of an eye opener as to
all the gizmos that one could
indulge in that probably wouldn't
really help much with food
production !!
We had our suite upholstered, the
media unit made that we promised
ourselves ages ago and a new
carpet fitted to transformed the
lounge. We are currently in the
throws of planning permission to
extend the kitchen as it is so small
in relation to the size of the house.
In April as the realisation that
family hols could be a thing of the
past, we spent 4 days of the Easter
hols at Vinegar Hill on a pottery
course which was great fun.

Beautiful weather ensured the
lovely home cooked meals were
eaten outside. Kate was hoping to
create a set of crockery for
personal use but unfortunately
shrinkage had not been fully
explained and although the results
were good, the portion size turned
out to be very frugal once the
process had been completed. We
of course now have many cups,
pots, bowls and dishes taking
space in the house!!
Soon after Keith Hannah & I went
down to Southampton on an IBM
retiree trip to see West Side Story.
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We unfortunately had to have our
faithful friend Tess put down in
the summer after she developed
lymphatic cancer. The loss is huge
and I'm constantly being asked if
we'll get another dog. The answer
is probably yes as I miss the walks
but not until after the proposed
trip to New Zealand – a long held
dream of mine since I was
studying Australasia at school for
O & A level geography. If all goes
to plan, the aim is for Jan/Feb of
2016. Fingers crossed!!
Keith & I still play badminton and
boules and intend in 2015 to add
bowls to our list of summer
activities – will I get the garden
done?! We've also had time to
have friends to stay and to enjoy
our surroundings - something we
hope to continue to enjoy as we all
chug (ok whizz!!) our way
towards old age !!
Keith has just earned a OU 2 i.e.
2:1 in his astrophysics and is
boldly going on with relativity
which is possibly reaching some
far away places in his brain which
need to be utilised!!

His family are due to increase
further with new babes expected
soon through Lee & Sarah.
Keith's art work is developing
well and he's beginning to sell
cards of his prints and it's just a
matter of time, I think, before he
sells a painting.
We are also heading towards the
time when many of my friends
will turn 60 ahead of me
!!!ouch!!! so I'll be enjoying that
fact for at least 6 months but no
doubt heaping trouble onto myself
as mine looms into view in July.
The potential for a great fun year!!
We hope you all have a wonderful
Christmas with family and friends
and that the New Year remains full
of hope.
Love from
Jenny, Keith, Kate & Hannah
xxx xxxxxx xxx
jenny@sloan-home.co.uk
keith@sloan-home.co.uk
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